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Within the study group, members have placed different itiiip
upon the points raised. Some would in particular emphasise the
second paragraph and that tlw preceding the recomniencJation.
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The mining and export of Australian Uranium poses problems for

the safety of the world that any responsible government is bound

to consider• The following note lists the major problems, attempts

to assess their importance, and to suggest what lines may be relevant

to Australia for their solution la. examining "those problems wer-f

have been-seriausiyiconcerns^ about the appropriateness of attemtping

to fulfill projected world energy needs by any means; and their

fulfillment, by using nuclear fuels carries special problems

of biological, social and political hazards. Any development

of Australia's uranium resources should be considered in this

light. I »*jVjjy
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* 1. An over-riciiiiji problem in tho background is Uiu world-wide

energy crisis, which ehowa no sign of abating but only <if trotting

worse. Although this does not moan that Australia needs nuclear

power in the near future, it does jnean that the pressure for nuclear

power in the Northern Hemisphere may be expected to remain at present

levels or increase in the future. It will be politically very

difficult far Australia to resist this pressure. For this reason

the Australian government will become directly involved in questions

of world energy needs, their justification and aleo questions of

world safety in an age of nuclear power.

2. Problems of low level radiation from power reactors, and

tho possibility of major breakdown in a nuclear power pl.int by

disaster such as coolant failure ox* by sabotage lias received much

publicity lately. Problems in this category are fiistly related

to the user community for nuclear power. Eacli user cTommunity

will decide for itself what is an acceptable level of safety at

which it will trade off these dangers for the advantages of nuclear

power. Until Australia becomes a user community, it will not be

involved in such questions. However there is a second and world-

wide radiation problem which will have biological and genetic

effects the term and magnitudes of which are uncertain. Cognisance

must be taken of these.

3* The ecological and health hazards of uranium mining have

already been encountered by Australia. The radioactivity of

uranium ore is relatively low, and treatment of mining and milling

wastes should not present any insoluble problems,but due care must



In; l.afcen. The pi'osenL health hazards of uranium mining arc such

l.li.il. it .should probably bo classified as a dangerous occupation

and appropriate standards and safeguards ostab] isUiod.

l\ • A major concern with expanding use of nuclear power is

the possibility of diversion of fuel to thc5 manufacture of

national armaments, as in the recent case of India. This is again

to a large extent a user decision ; and a determined and pover-

hungry nation can certainly obtain nuclear fuel in the world at

large. However, Australia can improve safety in this regard by

placing conditions on supply of materials, in addition to actions

within the framework of world opinion. This is currently mobilized

in the form of the nuclear non-proliferation treaty, and the

Australian government must insist that any customer country for

its uranium ore should have completely ratified this treaty.

5. A technically similar problem is that of nuclear fuel

diversion to the manufacture of personal armaments - e.g., by

terrorist groups . In this regard Australia is little better

off than any industralized country. Xt seems clear, however,, that

the solution to this problem can again be sought in conditions of

supply (e.g., leasing rather than sale of fuel) and in concerted,

world-wide surveillance and not in local, unilateral action.

6. A serious problem for an expanding nuclear power industry -

which is currently only on the horizon - is the treatment and

handling of plutonium. This is a secondary fuel produced in any

uranium reactor from the non-fissile U - 238; it is the necessary
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li.iti- for a l,)lig term nuclear power Industry through Ilic iip

ol" breeder reactors. l-'.l uton i um does no I occur natually, sn tliuru

is no widespread industrial experience in its trea Imuiit; but it

is known to be extremely toxic, both chemically and with respect

to radioactivity. Here the responsibility of uranium suppliers

may be more immediate, for each kilogram of uranium supplied for

power generation will ultimately result in a significant quanity

of plutonium. It might be worthwile for a uranium supplier to

undertake also to be a plutonium supplier; by exporting the uranium

only as fabricated fuel rods and requiring their return for extraction of

plutonium. This implies that the fuel rod would be leased and not

sold. The fabrication of fuel rods should be well within the compass

of Australian industrial capacity! the preserving and storage of

pilutonium is a high-level technology whose development might to

some extent pay for itself with the •Aong-term return from leasing

r/>f uranium and the sale of plutonium (from which no further breeding

will occur). This would involve the establishment in Australia

of a uranium enrichment plant, with the social and political

consequences that it would entail.

7. The |jiggest unsolved problem in the entire field of

nuclear power appears at present to be the disposal of nuclear

wastes produced in the fission process. Many of these wastes

are of short half life, but there is a residue that must

ultimately be stored safely to cool on a time scale of one to

several thousand years. Hero Australia has a major responsibility

to the world; If it supplies uranium for nuclear power, the
'. ' I



e waste from thai, uranium is a world hazard that woulf}

<;!)jertvjso not have existed. Along with HID extraction of

lil utunium from leased fuel rods, the uranium l'uel supplier should

take care of disposal of the radioactive wastes. In this regard,

as in paragraph 6, unilateral action by Australia can have a

leading effect on the world and its future, because there is no

currently decided course oC action on these matters. Safe storage

may be possible in a geologically stable, dry, uninhabited area

auch ae parts of the Aruna Block, N.T. Sealed ceramic or other

containers of the waste products could Uo stored near the surface

to bo ultimately recoverable. Since the storage must be for

several thousand years, it should be as proof is possible against

the disasters of societal instability. The problem of transporting

radioactive wastes from the concentrating plant to the desert world

would have to bo considered, but the more hazardous overseas--

transport would involve only the much less concentrated spent

fuel rods.

It may be in the light of the above that Australia's uranium

should not be used for power generation.

In view of the foregoing , this study group strongly recommends:

. That the government forthwith commission an expertly-staffed

and public Uranium Utilisation Enquiry.

. That the inquiry examine and report upon the full implications

of the decision to mine and export Australian Uranium.

. That the inquiry recommend procedures, conditions and

restrictions that should apply to the mining processing, use,



export and pricing of Australian I'ranium, in Uio light of

tlie following:

(a) proliferation of nuclear weapons

(b) further national and world tiriergy needs, taking account

of proposals for radical changes bassed upon environmental

impact and social justice

(c) potential for terrorism; and for private diversion of

fissionable materials

(d) health of mine and plant workers, and of communities

contiguous to nuclear establishments

(e) possibilities of genetic damage

(f) handling and disposal of radioactive wastes and their

surveillance

(g) risk of accidents, determination of acceptable levels of

risk, feasibility of fail-safe protection

(h) Australia's international responsibility as present custodian

of uranium fuel both for the short-term (2-20 years) and for

the long-terra (100,000 years)

. That the inquiry present a final report within one year from

its inception.


